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INTRODUCTION

When Euclid organized plane geometry as a deductive system,
he listed ten axioms as the foundation of the system.

These

axioms included definitions, postulates and common notions.
Euclid’s famous fifth postulate defined the concept of parallel

lines:
If a straight line falling on two straight
lines makes the interior angles on the same side
together less than two right angles, the two
straight lines, if produced indefinitely, meet on
that side on which the angles are together less than
two right angles.^

The fifth postulate was the subject of much controversy even in
early times.

It did not assume a simple form like all the other

postulates, nor was it self-evident as a postulate should be.

Mathematicians therefore argued that it should be listed as a

theorem rather than a postulate.
Consequently for two thousand years, ranging from the first

century B.C. to the nineteenth century A.D., mathematicians tried
to prove that the fifth postulate was a consequence of the other

nine axioms or at least that there was a more acceptable equivalent
for the fifth postulate.

All attempts to prove the fifth postulate

!Howard Eves, A Survey of Geometry (Boston:
Inc., 1963),I, 330.

Allyn and Bacon,

2
ended in failure.

Some mathematicians claimed to have proved

the fifth postulate, but their proofs were always found to be
fallacious.

In most cases they assumed, either consciously or

unconsciously, some other proposition which was equivalent to it

and so assumed the very thing they were attempting to prove.

The

postulate commonly used was the Playfair axiom, namely:

Through a given point not lying on a given line
there can be drawn only one line parallel to the
given line.

A significant demonstration, used by Gerolamo Saccheri
(1667-1733), Johann Heinrich Lambert (1728-1777) and Adrien
Marie Legendre (1752-1833) was the "reductio ad adsurdum," which

tried to show that the contrary assumption to the fifth postulate
was inconsistent with the other axioms, and hence the set of all
axioms was self-contradictory.

They found that there were two

contradictory assumptions to the fifth postulate.

They succeeded

in showing one amended system of axioms to be self-contradictory,

but the other, even though seeming absurd and different, to be
not self-contradictory.
The failure of all attempts to prove the fifth postulate led
to the discovery of another logically consistent geometry in which

the fifth postulate was denied.

This discovery was made

independently and at about the same time by Bolyai (1802-1860)

in Hungary, Lobachevsky (1793-1852) in Russia and probably by
Gauss (1777-1855) in Germany.

2Ibid., p. 331.

These men considered the three
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possibilities demonstrated through the Playfair form of the parallel

postulate:

Through a given point not on a given line can be drawn

"more than one," or "just one" or "no line parallel to a given line."

These situations are equivalent to the hypotheseis that the sum of
the angles of a triangle is "less than," "equal to," or "greater

than" two right angles which are called the acute angle, right angle
and obtuse angle hypotheses.

Each of these three mathematicians

developed with satisfactory results a new geometry based on the first

of these possibilities.

This geometry retained all the other

postulates and common notions of Euclid.
A consistent geometry based on the last of the three possibilities

states above (the obtuse angle hypothesis) was developed by Bernhard
Riemann (1826-1866),

In a dissertation delivered before the

Philosophical Faculty at Gottingen in 1854, Riemann showed that if

the infinitude of a straight line be discarded and merely bound
lessness be assumed, then, with some other slight adjustments of the
remaining postulates, another consistent non-Euclidean geometry

can be developed from the hypothesis of the obtuse angle»3
Riemann’s geometry was developed through the methods of differential

geometry rather than by the classical methods of elementary
synthetic geometry.

Gauss had already shown how the methods of differential
calculus could be used to develop a metrical geometry,of the
intrinsic properties of a surface, which require for their specifica

tion no elements which lie outside the surface itself.

^Ibid., p. 335.

Riemann’s geometry was a logical extention of Gauss’ intrinsic
geometry of surfaces in a two-dimensional Euclidean space to an

intrinsic geometry of n-dimensional non-Euclidean space.

Following

the method of Gauss, Riemann tried to endow such a space with
metrical properties by defining the distance between any two generic

points, whose co-ordinates differ by infinitesmal amounts, by
assuming the square of this distance expressed in terms of the

co-ordinate differences to be invariant, that is to remain unchanged

under change of co-ordinate system.^

The differential form which

is the basis of Riemann’s metrical geometry is

where ds

o

denotes the square of the dfstance between two infinitely

near points and the du’s are the co-ordinate differences for the

two points.

The metrical properties then will depend only on the

g- coefficients of the form.

This form will be considered in

greater detail in the following section.

Riemann likewise defined a curvature in his geometry as a
function of the first and second derivatives with respect to the
co-ordinates of the coefficients of the differential form which

determine the metrical properties of the Riemann space.

Riemannian geometry is reducible to Euclidean geometry if the
coefficients of the differential quadratic form are constants in an

n-dimensional space or can be made so by a transformation of
co-ordinates, equivalently if at all points Riemannian curvature

4A. P. Wills, Vector Analysis with an Introduction to Tensor
Analysis (New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1931)»p. xxx.
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vanishes*

Furthermore, Riemann’s notion of geodesic lines or

"straightest lines" replaces that of "straight lines" in Euclidean
geometry*

A geodesic is a curve of minimum length joining a pair of

points on a surface and can be defined as a curve length stationary
under variation.This formula is expressed by:

Detailed investigations of Riemannian geometry were carried out
by a number of prominent mathematicians.

Lie, Beltrami, Christoffel, and Lipschitz*

Among them were Helmholtz,

These men prepared the

way for further development and the founding of the algebra and

calculus of tensors by the great Italian geometer G. Ricci (1853-1925).
Tullio Levi-Civita (1873-

) contributed to the improvement of

Ricci’s absolute calculus through his introduction of the notion of
parallelism in connection with the differential geometry of

non-Euclidean spaces.

He defined parallelism on a surface such that

when a vector tangent to the surface is carried parallel to itself

so that its initial point traces a geodesic, the vector always makes
the same angle with the geodesic.^

The non-Riemannian geometry of Weyl is an outgrowth of Levi-

Civita’s concept of parallelism.^

linear displacement.

It is based on the concept of

In Weyl’s geometry length is non-transferable

and, in light of this indeterminateness that surrounds the comparison

of lengths in different places, we must confine ourselves to the

^Luther Pfahler Eisenhart, Riemannian Geometry (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1950), p. 49.

£

William C. Graustein, Differential Geometry (New York:
Dover Publications, Inc., 1966), p. 194.

?Ibid., p. 202.
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comparison of lengths at any one place or at points separated by

infintesmal intervals.^

We must therefore fix at every point of

space certain measuring rods which are to serve as a unit of length

when we measure lengths situated by their side.

The totality of

these unit rods constitute what is known as a gauge system.

gauges may be selected arbitrarily.

These

We will give a detailed

discussion of the gauge system later in the thesis.

Moreover, since Weyl’s geometry is a generalization of

Riemann’s, we might first consider some of the foundations of that
geometry which are applicable to the former.
a process of abstraction.

This we shall do by

We shall proceed from a Euclidean

space defined on the more familiar Cartesian co-ordinates to one

defined on the general or curvilinear co-ordinates of three
dimensions.

We then proceed to a space of n dimensions and to the

Riemann space.

We shall discuss the theory of tensors from an

intuitive standpoint using these geometrical foundations.

The

body of the thesis will involve a detailed discussion of the

geometrical foundations of Weylian geometry and some of its im

portant geometrical properties.

The conclusion will be synthesis

of the most important physical implications of Weylian geometry

to the general theory of relativity.

®A. d’Abro, The Evolution of Scientific Thought (New Yorks
Dover Publications, Inc., 1950) , p. 331.

PART I
INTRODUCTION TO TENSOR ANALYSIS

CARTESIAN CO-ORDINATE SYSTEM
Let a Cartesian system of axes be determined by an arbitrary

origen and an orthogonal basis (b , b « b )•
12
3
will be called base vectors.

The b, ( i - 1, 2, 3)
1

Then the position vector r of any point

12
3
P(x , x , x ) can be represented as the linear combination

X -z

■*
12
3
The infinitesmal displacement dr from a point P(x , x , x ) to

1
1
2
2
3
3
P’(x +dx , x *dx , x +dx ) is defined according to the formula

dx1

dr

b. dx
1

2Jx

Then the square of an element of arc between the points P and P*
is given by

ds' = I dr|

= dr * dr

which becomes

ds

2

\ dx') ■

sidx)

S. . dx^ dx'
J** I
dx

7=/

i

dx

i
.7-

8

INTRODUCTION TO GENERAL CO-ORDINATES

i
2
1
Let u1, u , u denote three independent, single-valued and
continuous scaler point functions, defined at a point of a region
in three-dimensional space and dependent only on the co-ordinates

of that point, or the point itself.

Let there be a reciprocal

correspondence between these functions and points of the region such

that for each point of the space there is a unique set of values for
u^, u^, u^ within limits depending upon the boundaries of the region,
there exists a corresponding single point of the region.

correspondence between functions u^, u^,

Such a

and points of the

region will be termed a one-to-one correspondence.

Hence u^, u^,

can be taken as co-ordinates of the region and will be called general

or curvilinear co-ordinates.^
At any point P(ul,

region, the level surfaces

, u^) within such a three-dimensional
■ const.,

« const, will intersect

in a curve (as indicated in Fig. 1) along which

This curve is called the u^ curve.
and

alone will vary.

Similarly, there will be a u^

curve, the intersections of the level surfaces of the

functions

and

and of the functions u^ and u^ respectively,

along which only u^ and u^ respectively will vary.

9a. P. Wills, op. cit., p. 166

At the point

9

PCu1, u2, u3) of the region this will look like the following
figures

The relationship between the curvilinear u-co-ordinates and the

rectangular Cartesian co-ordinates (x^, x2, x3) might be expressed
by the following admissible transformations:

x1 - x1(u^, u2, u3)

x2 » x2(ul» u2,,u3)
x3 « x3(u1, u2, u3)

1
2
T
where uA, u , u are supposed mutually independent.
differentiating we obtain the transformation:

dx3 - MJ du^ +
3ul

du2 + |~3 du3
du-3

dx2 - a*2 du> ♦ H au2 ♦
3uA
duz
Au-3

dU3

du1 ♦ ^2 du2 + S~3 du3
<3uz
ou-3

dx3 au1

The determinant
dx| 5xi
du2 3u

dx2 3x2 dx2
2u^ du2 du3

dx3 dx3 dx3
Su1 au2 du3

Then

10

is called the Jacobian of the transformation and its non-vanishing
is the necessary and sufficient condition such that u\ u^, u^
The above transformation equations may be

be independent.

abbreviated by?

du1

dxk - \
Z—

(k, i - 1, 2, 3)

Du

The square of the element of arc length corresponding to that in

the Cartesian system then becomes?

r

ds

dxkdu*) t)xk du-i
/_
4-

dxk dxk

K '*

letting

r

Sij

2)xk
d?

i)xk
-Ju j

(i, j - 1. 2, 3)

we obtain

gij du* du3

ds2 -

(la)

A familiar example of such co-ordinate transformation is the
cylindrical co-ordinates defined by
xl = /O cos &■

x

2

sin *

=

x3 - z

where u

1

» /0 , u

2

=

, u

= z.

Under this tranformation the gjj ’s defined by

Sij

>
£■— Du^
K

^xk
Du i

(i, j - 1, 2, 3)
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become

gll “ 1
g 32

g22 "

g23 ’ °
23

g33
g13 “ g31 ’ 0

g2l = gl2 “ 0

Hence equation (la) becomes

ds2 « d/3 2 +

+ dz2

Now consider r to be the position vector of the point P(u3, u2, u3)

with respect to an arbitary origen (see figure 1), then r can be
considered as a function of the

u 1 , u 2 , uJ1 -co-ordinates, so that!

r - ^(u1, u2, u3)
By differentiation:

dr - -^~i du* * '^“’2 du2 * ^3 du3

ai du1 = a2 du

a2

‘1

« sL du3

a?
t>u2

J

(1.1)
1 r
du3

(1.2)

JO,
The vectors ap a2, a^ are called the Unitary Vectors associated
12
1
with the point P; they are directed tangentially to the u , u , uJ

increasing (see Fig. 2).
The Unitary Vectors associated with the point P can be considered

as constituting a base-system of reference for all vectors associated
with the point P.

This base system will be called the u-system.

Hence

any vector v may be expressed as a linear combination j v = v a^ +
2-»
12
3
—’
v a2 * vJa3 where v , v , v are the components of v in the

1
2
3
u ; u , u directions respectively.

These components are called the

contravariant components of "v, while the aj*s are called covariant

10

Ibid., p. 167

12

vectors, which will be discussed later.

We may now define a set of vectors reciprocal to the Unitary

Vectors by the formulae:!!
-A 1

= 32 x a-j

a

x

&3x Sj

£3)

(8j’a2"x 3^)

-> 3
,»
-*
a »
x a£
X^j*a2 x a3)

(1.3)

Then it is easy to verify that
-1 •
a al

a^’ag = '3^*a3
(1.4)

a2»3fj = sT3,^2 =■ a!«a3

-> Q ->
and

A 1 -M
« aA*a,4_

fc
2 3 • n0
a*a

« a2 x

x efl

I2 =

(a^*a^ x ^^)

= a I x a2

(al«a2 x a-

(1.5)

(al*a2 x a^)

for example, considers
a*
1^.
I = (§2 x a3^'ai
(^•#2 x a3)

“ (aj *&2 x a3)
(apaj x a3)

= 1

We may call a!, a2, a^ Reciprocal Unitary Vectors which constitute

a similar non-coplanar system which may be used as a basis.
Hence using the a!, a2, a 3 as a base system we may write the

differential dr in an alternate form as

dr = alduj ♦ &2du2 + a^du3

(1.6)

where the coefficients du- (i = 1,2,3) will not in general be
perfect differentials of the functions Uj, U2, u3 , since they

will be linear functions of the differentials of the co-ordinates
which may not be integrable.

12

From equation (1.1) and (1.6) , since dr » dr

aldu. ♦ a2du~ ♦ a^du,
1
Hlbid., p. 167,

l2Ibid., p. 168.

a^dul + ^dii2 * a^u^

13
ors

2_ S>'du> =2 ai du 1
>-/

j-i

Upon scaler multiplication of both sides of this equation by a5
and by ax in turn(that is the dot product) , and taking into

account equations (1.4) we find
2
3
a>*aXdu>
i du
du,
-^z
J.
= 2 a^a^du. =2 ■
.
z'
x =/
A--/
A-/

1,2,3)

(1.7)

From the last three equations

3_

3_

2

J

2L/Xdu>“2j*du*" - fa>”ZLaX*aXaz)du>= 0
J. - I

and

>-/

^'-1

J
3
3
> a:du‘ _.) a^du^ - ) ^a; _
aA»^.aX)du/

Hence, since this must hold for all du’s

3

3
>\
\ •• x A >
a = / a*a a;

a^ = \ a^«a.a^

(i

«• 1,2,3)

(1.8)

-1

/. Z. I

In order to avoid extensive use of summation signs, we will
adopt Einstein’s Summation Convention}

An index appearing twice in the same term implies summation
with respect to that index for all admissible values of the
variable. 13
Now we define the

products occurring in the last equation as

follows
“ aVax* ’ ar*X - 87 x

g*> = a;*a> - ??’? = g> 1
13Ronald Adler, Maurice Bazin and Menahem Schiffer, Intro
duction to General Relativity (New York} McGraw Hill Book Company,
1955) , p. 20.
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Hence

- dr. dr

and so forth,

du* \P

Then equations (1.7) , (1.8) can be expressed in abbreviated forms

du* - g^du^

du> “ g^du"

(1.9)

aX - gX2aZ

(1.10)
aZ " 8iya
-A
We may also consider the vector v defined on the Unitary base

system by

-A
i -S.
v ■ vxaj
Projecting v orthogonally on the directions of a^, a2» a 3 we obtain

v«aj = v*a^«aj
e
*= VZgi .
= Vj

where Vj « g^v1 and is called the covariant comp onents of the

vector or a tensor of rank one.

Me shall call v* and vj associated

compontents of the same tensor, which will be mentioned later.
Let us denote the determinants of the g-coefficients of the

sets aj - g^a^and aX •» gX*a^ by
i8i

811 812 g13

§21 822 §23
S31 g32 g33

ij

811 812 813
821 822 823
g31 832 833
<X

and let G

be the cofactor of the element g^ in

the cofactor of g ’ in Jg^f.

|g| Jand

Then solving above for a^“ and a»,

be

15
14

respectively, using Cremer’s rule from determinant theory,
iX

-X

£___ a:

a.

1 1^1

Hjl
Using a^ =
i

Xig a:
1

l^ijl

Gxi

ai = 8iXa

a

we can write

8ixa
“1X

1

we have

AXJl?jl

Hence since the a’s are non-coplanar, we havei

G1

M _

3iX

)§ij

-gAJL

l?jl

Upon scaler multiplication of a* = gj^a* by a
g.xg

where

kX

rk
0 i

j. X k
-*■ • k
« 8ixa
a « a.
a

<1 i - k
(0 i / k

we find
U.

- 1» 2» 3>

is the Kronecker delta.

Let us now consider the Fundamental Differential Quadratic

If Q denotes a point infinitely near to P with co-ordinates

Forms,
u

1

1
2
2
3
3
+ du , u + du , u + du and ds denotes the magnitude of the

infinitesmal distance from P to Q, then
ds^ » dr * dr

,

(2.1)

where dr is the position-vector of Q with respect to P and may be

written
r = a. du

(i - 1, 2, 3)

Hence equation (2.1) may be written as

ds

= dr * dr = g. .du^du^

(3.2)

or if we write r = a* du^ , this becomes
ds" = g^du^duyt,

(3.3)

where the g-coefficients are functions of the co-ordinates.

14

A. P. Wills, op. cit., p. 167.
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Also the scaler product of two infinitesmal vectors

ds «■ a^du^ + ^du^ ♦ ^du^
Ss = a^Xu^ + a2^u^ + ^Ai3
is the form:

ds • £s « Jds I l«i cos(ds, t)s)

- aj ‘ a j du* Su-i
• gi j du* <^uj
and therefore

(3.4)

cos(ds,^s) - gij ™

And if A be any vector with components A

and B any other vector

i
15
with components, equation (3.4) becomes

COS €?* — 8i i

__________

£

<§ij X1 X3)Si
TRANSFORMATION THEORY
Consider the transformation now between general co-ordinates

1
2
3
l
2
3
u , u , u and- v1, v , v whose corresponding unitary base vectors
are denoted by aj, a2, a^ and bp

^3 respectively.

Suppose

the u-and v-co-ordinates to be related by

v* « v*(ul, u2, u3) and u* = u*(v\ v2, v3)

(for i - 1, 2, 3)

The corresponding transformation of the differentials may be
expressed
dv j 1
dv ) ’ a?
du

»

15 Graustein,

du‘ - »h‘.
dv'

op., cit., p. 200.

(4.1)
(i,
- 1, 2, 3)
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Since we assume the u-co-ordinates to be mutually independent,
and also the v-co-ordinates,

their Jacobians

*°

K-i^l

“-J-1-2'3’

and from the theory of determinants we can derive JK = 1.

Analogous to our discussion in the preceding discussion, we

can consider the co-ordinates of any point Q infinitely close to
P denoted by u

1

12
2
3
3
♦ du , u + du , u ♦ du on the U-system and by

+ dv^, v2 + dv^, v^+ dv^ on a V-system, which denotes a trans

formation of co-ordinates.

If the position vector of Q with

respect to P, denoted by dsT is an invariant, that is, remains
unchanged with co-ordinate transformation, we can write:

dsT ■ a^ du*

ds » bj dv'*
which must satisfy
a j du

■ bjj dv

and by (4.1)
a.
1

dv*

a. du*

dv^= b. dv'*'
*

= b.
du1
* £ux

Hence, since the dv’s and du’s are arbitary, it follows that

Likewise we may obtain transformations of differentials in the

reciprocal system and for the reciprocal Unitary vectors!

18

and

4

U'

NON-EUCLIDEAN MANIFOLDS

We might generalize the concepts of our three-dimensional

Euclidean space to include a non-Euclidean soace of n dimensions.

We should consider then the range of our variable to be 1, 2,...n

and the usual summation convention taken over this range.

Then,

in general, the equations which held in the three-dimensional

system above will hold also in our generalized n-space if they
are taken over a suitable range.

We may assign to each set of n independent variables

12
3
n
u , u , u ,...u a definite value.

The set of values so obtained

is said to determine a point in an n-dimensional manifold, and the
manifold itself is the ensemble of such points.
are called co-ordinates of the manifold.

The n variables

16

If the set of quantities, when expressed on a U-system of
12
3
co-ordinates, have values denoted by A , A , A respectively, and
12
3
when expressed on a V-system, have corresponding values B , B , B

and if

( i,J? = 1, 2, 3)

Then the three quantities will be contravariant quantities, by
definition.

16

They are called components of a contravariant vector

A. P. Wills, op. cit., p, 214.

19
or contravariant tensor of rank one.

Similarly, if the set of quantities Ap A2, A^ on a U-system

corresponds to a set on the V-system denoted by Bp B2,

B.
J

A

i

Ai “
1

2>vJ
^uT
1

B.
J

and if

,

then they are called covariant quantities or the components of
a covariant vector or tensor of rank one.

Thus, from our previous investigations, it has been shown that
-1#
geometrically the contravariant components A of a vector A are

the components of A in the u

directions.

The geometrical repre-

-A
sentations of the covariant components A. of A are the orthogonal

..
i
projections of A in the u directions.
Analogous to our previous derivations we say that, with each

1
2
3
n
point P(u , u , u ,.*.u ) of the manifold, there is associated a

fundamental quadratic form:
ds^ = gAj du* du^

where ds is called a Line element and represents the distance

between the point P and the infinitely near point P’(u^ 4 du^,
u^ 4 du^,...un + duH) and is shown to be invariant in any change of
co-ordinate systems;

the g-coefficients are given functions of

the co-ordinates with gjj = g.., these functions together with
their first and second partials being supposed finite and continuous
Assuming the differential quadratic form to be positive

for all values of du's unless these are all zero, the distance

between any two real points of the manifold will be real and the

determinant of the g-coefficients will be positive.

Such a

20

manifold will be called a Metrical n-dimensional Manifold or a
n•
I7
Riemannian n-space.

TENSORS
A tensor of rank r associated with a point P of a Vn is an

r-linear form in the base-vectors associated with the point whose
coefficients are in general functions of the co-ordinates of the

point and which is an invariant to choice of co-ordinate system.
Consider, for example, the trilinear form A

j jlc

a.a.a, expressed
1 J K

on a U-system of co-ordinates, which becomes on a V-system

< m b„
n
Then Aijk will represent a tensor of the third rank provided

ijk
,<?mn
B
b., b„b_ - A
a,iaajak
X Mmwn
is a scaler or invariant.

.

But since a. transforms according to
2>v^

A

‘

b«

(5.1)

the above condition becomes
B2mn
?vm

a.a.a, . Aijka,a.a,
3>vn i j k
i j k

B?mnbpb b - A*
1 jk 4vr 44 4^ b?b b
X rn n
juJ <>UK I m n

or

Hence the transformation of the components of the tensor must be

17Ibid., p. 214.

18

Ibid,, p. 243.

18

21

B?mn =■

Aijk

dv?
bu1

Suk

A1 Jk „ du*

<)uj
\ rn
Jv* Jv

<)uk
\ n
uv

gfimn

Then A^Jk and B^mn willbe called contravariant tensors of rank

three if they transform according to the above formula.

We shall

in general indicate contravariant tensors with superscripts.

Similarly a covariant tensor of rank three will have
components (with subscripts) that transform according to

dv^ t>v” jv^
Av

B

v-

A tensor of mixed rank will be indicated by with both superscripts

and subscripts and might transform according to
A1^ = JLuj -2)uj-

Dv-2

<)vm

dv

19

B^

du^

THE METRIC TENSOR
Consider the fundamental differential quadratic form defined
on V
n

ds

» gjkdx^dxk

We can write

_ gj
_ Rdx
J„j
J..kk =
_ g
_ R.dx
^k^j
_ g
„ k^dx
,J,
ds.22 Jdx
dxJ »
Jdxk
then

2dsZ = g-kdxJdxk ♦ gk.dxJdxk = (g
+ g )dxJdx‘
’jk
jk
kj'
and

ds2 = ^(§jit 4 gkj)dxjdxk = ^dx^dx^

19

Ibid., 248
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where
8^ = ^Sjk + 8kj) “ 8^is symmetric.
Hence we can always pick gjk such that

,2
ds =>

dx

j

dx

k

and g jk “ 8kj

Also since ds

is assumed to be symmetric.
J*
to be in variant

where g

ds

2

” 8jk

d*k

. g..-Ssi
Jk

Then

8jk

is assumed

as"

dxJ

dxk

dx'1'

t>x/°

is a symmetric covariant tensor of rank two, called the
jk
metric tensor or fundamental tensor.

and g

There are many books on Tensor Analysis and tensor algebra.
For a more detailed examination of tensor theory, the reader is

referred to these books, some of which are listed in the bibliography.
In the remaining part of the thesis we shall always use the
Einstein Summation Convention over the range of values specified

or implied.

We shall commonly refer to covariant and contravariant vectors

and tensors which shall be indicated by subscripts and superscripts
respectively.

Mixed tensors will be indicated by both superscripts

and subscripts corresponding to their mixed contravariant and

covariant character.

The reader should keep in mind that not in

every case will a quantity denoted by superscripts and subscripts

determine a tensor, but only those quantities that strictly adhere

to the transformation laws illustrated in the above section

23
We frequently refer to the coefficients of the metric
tensor as the g-coefficients or simply the g^’s and we will
always use this denotation in the fundamental differential

quadratic forms.

Likewise, we shall frequently refer to invariance

of tensors or vectors.

The term ’'invariant" means to be uneffected

or unchanged by the group of mathematical operations under consider

ation, such as transformation of co-ordinates or change of scale

units.

zero.

Invariants are also called scalers or tensors of rank

For example, the infinitesmal distance between two generic

points is considered invariant, but a vector is not.
In the following section on Weylian geometry we will redefine

a few of our concepts about the n-dimensional manifold.

We shall

further discuss vectors in affine space and vector transplantation,
where affine refers to the commonly known linear character of

vector transformations and vector transplantations are a kind
of displacement which will be defined more explicitly later.

Next we will consider the metrical character of space similar

to Riemannian geometry and define what is meant by a calibration at
every point of space such that a length unit can be determined
without ambiguity.

We will summarize these ideas and list the

postulates of Weylian geometry.

Finally we will consider the

fundamental properties of such a geometry and some of its important
geometrical quantities.

>
PART II

WEYLIAN GEOMETRY
Inspired by the weighty inferences of Einstein’s
theory to examine the mathematical foundations anew
the present writer made the discovery that Riemann’s
geometry goes only half-way towards attaining the
ideal of a nure infinitesmal geometry. It still
remains to eradicate the last element of geometry
"at a distance," a remnant of its Euclidean past.^O

In 1918 Weyl proposed a generalization of Riemann’s differential
geometry which allows a greater freedom in the choice of a metric

tensor, and this freedom appeared just large enough to embed the
entire electromagnetic formalism into a new geometry.

21

Weyl’s

geometry then is an attempt to embed the electromagnetic field

into the framework of an extended theory of relativity.

Weyl

therefore introduces the electromagnetic potentials as geometric

quantities which determine the law of transplantation of a scale

of length between different points of a manifold and the comparison
of length units in different directions at the same point.

One

associates in this way the electromagnetic potential with some

sort of length distortion in space-time.

22

20

Hermann Weyl, Space—Time—Matter, trans. H. L. Brose
(New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1952), p, 102.
21

22

Adler, Bazin and Schiffer, op. cit., p. 402.
Ibid., p. 359.

24
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AN n-DIMENSIONAL MANIFOLD
In a Weylian geometry we make the assumption that space is an

n-dimensional continuum.

25

It may accordingly be referred to

n-co-ordinates x, , xo,...x of which each has a definite numerical
1
Z
n
value at each point of the manifold and there is a one-to-one
correspondance between the set of n-co-ordinates and points of

the space.

Let Xj, X2»«»»xn be a second system of co-ordinates.

The relationship between the co-ordinates may be expressed byj

xi =

(i “ l’ 2*“’n)

M*!’ *2’"-*n)

We assume f. to be at least of class c\ that is, fj is continuous,
together with its derivatives up to at least order four.

Denote

the first derivative:

3fj
dxk

(i, k = 1, 2,...n)

We assume that the co-ordinates x^ are mutually independent.

Hence, as before, the Jacobian is non-vanishing, i.e.
3xj

/ 0

Linear geometry will hold in an infinitely small region only if
the latter condition is satisfied; that is, if dxj and dxj are

differentials in the respective co-ordinate systems and we use

Einstein’s Summation Convention.
dx

1
ii,

adx.

23,
Weyl, op. cit.

( i, h — 1, 2,..,n)

p. 102

VECTOR FIELDS IN AN AFFINE SPACE

Up until this time we have dealt almost entirely with tensors

attached to a given point of space, and all operations we defined
involved tensors attached to the same point.

The reader should

note that it is only in this sense that Weyl discusses tensors,
2/
i.e., that tensors are essentially bound to a point.
In order

to be able to define a way of comparing tensors at different point
in space we shall introduce the concept of a tensor field.

A tensor field consists of the assignment of a tensor to

each point of the space;

one considers the components of a

tensor to be functions of the point of attachment which is charac
terized by co-ordinates of the form x*.

We shall assume that the

components of the tensor field are at least twice-differentiable

functions of the co-ordinates.

25

VECTOR TRANSPLANTATIONS

Let us restrict our attention first to tensors of rank one,
i.e., vectors.

We wish to define the constancy of a vector field

intrinsically and independently of a co-ordinate system.

We shall

then investigate the behavior under co-ordinate transformations of
a vector field which has constant components in one particular

system.

24 Ibid., p. 104.
25

Adler, Bazin and Schiffer, op. cit
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Let

be a vector field of constant components defined in

an original co-ordinate system, designated Xj. Changing to an
,

e

thus

arbitrary co-ordinate system we obtain

(6.1)
(i, k = 1, 2,...n)

K

r -

7)xK
which is not constant over the space since £>X*r- is arbitrary.
-?
<)xk

Let us see now how the components <

vary when we go from one

point to a neighboring point along a curve parametrized with p;

£

to do this we differentiate

■

with respect to P,

J

’s are constant along the curve by assumption.

remembering the

Taking into account the continuity of

x*
~ .
c)xK

and applying the

chain rule^j

dP

JP

and relating d J

to the barred components

transformation (6.1)
d£<

dp

SxW

by the admissable

J?

J x™

Jr”

dp

r?

3xK

which may be written

, r
dp

dx-” F

(6.

Jp

where

- 2lxz

26

Ibid., p. 41

it

— »

Zx

28

From this we see that constancy of comoonents in one particular

co-ordinate system requires the more general law (6.2) to hold in

any arbitrary co-ordinate system.

Specifically, we recognize that

the increment of the vector components, dj’'* , is a bilinear
c

function of the components / 1 of the vector and of the displacement
dx tangent to the curve along which the transplantation takes place.

At this point we may generalize the above notions by ignoring

the origen of formula (6,2) and making the following definition:
©
The general law for transplantation of vector
at the point x
into the quantities

X
X
T ♦ dj’
at the point x + dx is defined by

where P^are now considered to be any set of given functions
of the co-ordinates.

27

In order to make this law of transplantation co-ordinate
invariant and demand that

j’z + c|£”be a vector at x + dx, we must

«
impose certain requirements on the P ^Jcoef f icients that allow

us to transplant a vector by infiritesmal amounts such that it
remain unchanged with transformation of the co-ordinate system.

Proof:

We take for the transplantation law in the unbarred

co-ordinate system

and impose the requirement that the same law hold in the barred
a
co-ordinate system, We further require that
(x + dx) be a

27

Ibid,, p. 42
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vector;

by definition this means

— *
$ (x + dx) =

«>
^“X(x + dx) Z

x \

\ oIxVx + dx
In this expression the geometric point at which the transformation
is carried out is characterized by the co-ordinates x + dx.

Expanding this expression with the help of the transplantation

/A /

law (6.2), we have

i

And expanding the last factor in a Taylor series about x and
keeping only terms up to the first order, we obtain

f 3xj \

2)x\

dx1 /

£>XX 3 x^

x + dx

Putting this into the previous equation and relabeling the dummy

indices we find that

+

§3'+ rL jr?

+ fx

, p-1’

3xJ

57

'

P d\'1

d/’ch -rr?

575?'

+l

The last term can be disregarded since it is higher than order one.
So finally

f’ s Jx'TfW f'ofl

r

slF

But we can also express dx<* £,/3 in terms of barred quantities as

if 3xsi
and obtain

30

r"... Jx”y<^
'W’
'
J - J/-

Since dx'and c

p/
'

J 4^

I

>e:

are arbitrary, we have

.=

*,!

Zx* bx &

t-

~^r;

2>xz 50 5x5r

+

"-11

O'

O

2lZ

OO

>O

i>x"

which is the transformation law of the coefficients P* •
I aO

These

coefficients are called coefficients of affine connection or
simple connections.

28

Let us now consider a further distinction made by Weyl.

Weyl considered only transplantations that belong to connections
which are symmetric in their lower indices.

He showed that such

transplantations could be completely characterized by the following

statement:

At every point of the manifold there exists a local

co-ordinate system in which the fields of transplanted vectors
possess constant components under infinitesmal displacement from

that point.

29

From a more general point of view, Weyl's statement is

contained in the following theorem:

The necessary and sufficient

condition for the existence of a particular local co-ordinate system

in which the components of a vector are not altered by an infinitesmal
transplantation according to the law (6.3) is that the coefficients
of the affine connection be symmetric in their lower indices.

28Ibid., pp. 42, 43,
29ibid», p. 46.

30Ibid.

30
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Proof of the Necessary Condition:

In a particular co-ordinate

-i
system x , denote the components of an arbitrary vector J
assume r

and

eo be unaltered under an infinitesmal transplantation

from a given point P.

This means that Jj

= 0, in that co-ordinate

system, and therefore that d= / 7nSdx'n,3 = 0. But since the
€
product dx'’’’1 jf 5 is arbitrary,
0 must be satisfied* Then, from

(6.3) the coefficients/-’^^will be symmetric in their lower indices

in any co-ordinate system, for the inhomogeneous terms and the

coefficients of P ^in (6.3) are symmetric in 4 and & .

Proof of the Sufficient Condition:

Let us choose the point P

as the origen of the co-ordinate system x^ (as mentioned in the
theorem) by setting up the transformation

x

i

+

i

asp

xJ xk

jk

x=0

2)

where A jk coefficients have yet to be defined.

From (6.3) the

c

P -mscoefficients transform from unbarred to the above defined

barred co-ordinates according to the equation

>H5
which becomes

•y

r"'ms

r]0^5

'

(A^s

P

)

Since an interchange of m and s in the last term only exchanges
the order of the coefficients to (A^g^ + A^mg), this term is
e

symmetric in s and m.

With the hypothesis that *

is also

symmetric, we can choose the AJ^_
coefficients so that
111'

■P’

1 Thy and obtain'

^3 = 0;

AX

therefore dj

= 0.

+ A^ om )
me
ms
sm

Thus determined, the

32

ms

coefficients define a co-ordinate system in which the intuitive

notion of transplantation by constancy of components is locally
applicable.

31

The co-ordinate system obtained in the preceding paragraph
is called a geodesic co-ordinate system with respect to the connections

A manifold in which the law of vector transplantation is defined is

called an "affinely related manifold," and the
are called affine connections.

connections

A linear one-to-one transformation

is called an affine transformation.
METRICAL SPACE

A manifold has a measure determination at the point P, if the
line elements at P may be compared with respect to length;

we

herein assume the Pythagorian law (of Euclidean geometry) is valid
for infinitesmal regions.

Every vector x" then defines a distance at

, _»j2
P; and there is a non-degenerate quadratic form | xl , to be defined
later, such that x and y define the same distance if and only if

^,2
- 2
I X/ = |y| •

This postulate determines the quadratic form fully,

if a factor of proportionality differing from zero be prefixed.

The

fixing of this factor of proportionality serves to calibrate the

manifold at the point P.
the vector

We shall call |x|

the measure of

x , or since it depends only on the distance defined

by x, we shall call it the measure A of this distance.

If we replace

this calibration by another, the new measure xC is derived from the
old one according to the formula

31Ibid., p. 47.

32Weyl, op. cit., p. 121.

A

, where

is the calibration

33

ratio and will sometimes be indicated by
depends on the point P.

(x) to indicate that it

The relations between the measures of the

distances are independent of the calibration.

So we see that just

as the characterization of a vector at P by a system of numbers

(its components) depends on the choice of the co-ordinate system,

so the fixing of a distance by a number depends on the calibration;

and just as the components of a vector undergo a linear transformation
in passing from one co-ordinate system, so also the measure of an

arbitrary distance undergoes a linear transfer transformation

when the calibration is changed.
If we suppose that the quadratic form mentioned above has

more positive than negative dimensions, we will fix the sign of
_ ,2
the metrical fundamental form jx I and also determine a positive

calibration ratio X .

We define the measure determination at every point for a
definite co-ordinate system having a certain calibration ratio by

the following formula
= /xl
where J

2

i k
“ gik f j

8ki = 'Ik

(i, k = 1, 2,...n)

are components of x and gik’s are definite functions of the

co-ordinates; we assume these functions continuous and differentiable.
The immediate vicinity of P may be calibrated in such a way that the

measure of any distance at P has undergone no change after congruent
displacements to infinitely near points.

called geodetic at P,

Such a calibration is

If, however, the manifold is calibrated in

any way, and if ( is the measure of an arbitrary distance at P and

34

d k the measure of the distance at P*‘ infinitely near P resulting

from a congruent displacement, it follows that

dj2 «

#

d <f’

in which the infinitesmal factor d^ is independent of the displaced
distance, for the displacement effects a representation of distance

at P according to an affine or linear transformation.

If the cali

bration is altered at P and its neighboring points according to the
formula .^ -

Q (The calibration ratio is a function of position.) ,

we get33 34
d.4? = d( X $ ) ■ Xd.$ ♦ J?d X
= X ( "d$ d

and finally

d,^ = -J?d4>

where dfl) = d^-AA,

The necessary and sufficient condition that an appropriate value of
X make d 0 vanish identically at P with respect to an infintesmal
displacement PP' = dx^ + dx2 +...+ dxn is that d

ferential form, i.e.
d

must be a dif-

*1/

= (ft jdxj

We may summarize our investigation up until now and formally
state the following assumptions about a Weylian geometry.
1.

£

We assume a law of affine vector transplantation between

33Albert Einstein et al., The Principle of Relativity, trans.
W. Perrett and G.B. Jeffery (New York: Dover Publications, Inc.
1923) , p. 206.
34Weyl, op. cit., p. 123.
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two points of the manifold which appears locally and in a properly
chosen local co-ordinate system as a transplantation of unchanged

vector components.

Such a law appears in an arbitrary co-ordinate

system in the differential form

n
where the J ^^are symmetric connections of the manifold, >

are the components of the vector considered, and dx^ is the local
displacement vector,

2.

We assume the existence of a symmetric tensor field

which serves as the metric tensor.

Thus, at every point of the

manifold we can determine the measure J< of the distance determined
by a vector j

by means of the formula

Ill'll2
Analogously, we can calculate the scaler product of two vectors,

say, >

3.

and

1 , attached to the point considered by

We assume that the length of a vector and the scaler

product of two vectors need not remain unchanged under the trans
plantation law of (1).

4.

And finally, we assume that if the manifold is calibrated

in any way, and if
P, and

$4> d.i

is the measure of an arbitrary distance at

the measure of the distance at P* resulting from an

affine transplantation, then

35

d .^ = (<^dx ) $

where

denotes an arbitrary gauge vector field.

35gOme authors let

be the length of the vector instead of the

measure determined by the vector.

36

Combining postulates (1«), (2,), and (3.) , we obtain

dx^$-

d $
and

d J

where
c>S o< G

■4(31 y

X^

Renaming the various summation indices, rearranging terms, and

using (2.) again, we form

Since the above equation must hold for arbitrary J-01 and dx*f we conclude

0 = (8<x,&iy

* 8<ro<T

Now cyclically permute the indices <x/3
and

ti

)

y

;

(a)

, using the symmetry of

perform the following operation

♦v<3rT‘roc

0 ■ (8fc|Z3-sY« 4*0 > *8

T

'\p*

8T« rra

<b)

(c)

adding (b) and (c) and subtracting (a) we obtain
’ * (8fosia-8s«.

>

’ *2f^>«8<ry
And finally

Now let

- Mg.,^ ♦ 8^ - 8*

)

37

and

(AW

OmJ

36

Then

r’%A-

-&*r{lj*a, Hj *

"f«A }

r4»* 8,r8s<,4>(3-g<r8<Xj3<t>l()
I

■-fAsJ

Now replace <X and
Y

X and

W= ' /o( c J*

Y and V"

[w

<t>r]
W/f8Y«<* firj

}*

(7.1)

Thus we see that we may arbitrarily prescribe the metric tensor field
anc* t^ie

variant vector field

field of connections

ji c\
I

and determine by (7.1) the

y which admits under the affine trans

plantation law (1.) the measure transportation rule (4.).

The

differential geometry obtained is a generalization of the Riemannian

geometry.

=. 0. the Weyl geometry

If we select the vector field

reduces to classical Riemannian geometry.

37

Let us consider a Weyl geometry which is characterized by an

arbitrary symmetric tensor field g
vector field

•

The connections

and an arbitrary gauge

;

^jfare then determined by

(7.1),
Consider again a change of calibration, that is the cali

bration is altered at P and its neighboring points according to

3°Cf. "Christoffel 3-index symbols," Eisenhart, Riemannian
r_t p. 17.
37

Adler, Bazin and Schiffer, op. cit., p» 404.
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the formula ?. = X a (the calibration ratio is a definite function

According to postulate (2.)

of position).

t - Vg

(7.2)

X(x/*)g
'*0

and hence g
b(/3

The change in metric is an expression of a gauge transformation

by the variable gauge factor ^(x^) under a change of calibration.

1 = A(x^) J? , then

And likewise if

loa(
W

I

dx^

31°S A plays a role of
in postulate (4.). If again we write
Zj
(4.) as d(log J? ) =
dx^/? in a new gauge system we have 38

Thus

d(log

J > - <£

dx

<3

dx*5* = d(log(AQ))

Hence

7*
$0 dx

Z7

» d(log
dx6

=

) + d(log .A )

+ d(l_o^X_) dx
(7.3)

or

p
T-I
Finally by direct calculation we could show 1I (3
P f= 1 (3{ after
a gauge transformation,

39

We may summarize our results thusS

We may make the following

transformations without changing the intrinsic geometric properties

of vector fields:

38

(London:
39

A. S. Eddington, The Mathematical Theory of Relativity
Cambridge University Press, 1963), p. 201.
Adler, Bazin and Schiffer, on. cit., p. 4Ub

39

That is, in the new metric, vectors will have the same law of affine

transplantations and the angle between different vectors at the
same point of the manifold will be nreserved,

40

i.e.

(8.2)

does not change under gauge transformation;

but the local measures

We have now introduced most of the important concepts in Weyl’s
non-Riemannian geometry or generalized differential geometry.

It would be natural for us now to consider curvature tensors,
parallel disolacements, covariant differentiation,geodesics, etc.,

We have only to

but this is beyond the scope of this thesis.

mention two other properties of Weyl’s geometry.

It is instructive

here to define at least the meaning of a geodesic in Weyl’s

geometry?

A geodesic line is a curve whose tangent vector is

carried along that curve by the law of transplantation, i. e.,

remains parallel to itself. We note that we cannot use the alternate
definition of a geodesic as a line between two points, which made

the curve length stationary under variation.

43

40Ibid.

4^Weyl, op. cit., p. 122.
4^Adler, Bazin and Schiffer, op. cit., p. 407,
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Next we shall simply outline the derivation of the distance
We determine the change in a vector

curvature of metrical space.
•

which, remaining parallel to itself, traverses the periphery of

an infinitesmal parallelogram bounded by dXj,
in the measure Jp

calculate the change

of a distance subjected

Making use of d . i - h<t> we get

to an analogous nrocess?4
d <f) +

6 d j2 =

£d

=

flSfidtfr +$ &dp

P = £d $ - d

i.e.,

<fxj, so here we

£p = ( £d - d£ )

where

= fikdxi ^*k

and fiR =

(9.1)

We call the linear tensor of the second order with components
f^k the distance curvature of metrical space.

The distance

curvature is independent of calibration, and it satisfies the

equations of invariance
. o

Ik* + IfAi .
dx,

dxk

(9.2)

2x,J

Its vanishing is the necessary and sufficient condition that every

distance may be transferred from its initial position, in a manner
independent of the path, to all points in space.(Likewise its

vanishing guarantees a choice of metric in which the Weyl geometry
becomes Riemannian.)

Weylian curvature or distance curvature has

a striking physical significance which we shall consider in the next

section.

We should nob?that, in general, we may call a space a

Weyl space if it possesses a non-vanishing distance curvature.

t
Weyl,

45

Ibid.

cit., p. 124,

PART III

WEYL’S THEORY OF RELATIVITY

Weyl’s theory might be called a generalization of Einstein’s.

We have seen in the preceeding sectionthat a Weyl space is charac

terized by a property of non-transference of length.

Just as non

transference of direction is caused by the curvature, or nonEuclideanism, of space(which we might also call direction-curvature) ,
and disappears with vanishing of this curvature, '"so in an analogous
manner the non-transference of length is caused by distance cur

vature f^ of equation (9.2) and disappears with vanishing distance
curvature.

Weylian geometry effects a final synthesis of world geometrical

foundations of physics.

It is best summarized by Weyl himself:

Newtonian mechanics, as also the special theory of relativity,
assumed that uniform translation is a unique state of motion of
a set of vector axes, and hence that the position of the axis
at one moment determines its position in all other moments.
Sutit is incompatible with the intuitive principle of the
relativity of motion. This principle could be satisfied, if
facts are not to be violated drastically, only by maintaining
the conception of infinitesmal parallel displacement of a
vector set of axes; but we found ourselves obliged to regard
the affine relationship, which determines this displacement,
as something physically real that depends physically on the
states of matter(guiding field). The properties of gravitation
known from experience, particularly the equality of inertial
and gravitational mass, teach us, finally, that gravitation is

/A
"+oCf. Eisenhart, Riemannian Geometry, p. 66.
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already contained in the guiding field besides inertia.
And thus the general theory of relativity gained a significance
which extended beyond its original important bearing on
world-geometry to a significance which is specifically physical.
The same certainty that characterizes the relativity of
motion accompanies the principle of relativity of magnitude.
We must not let our courage fail in maintaining this
principle, according to which the size of a body at one
moment does not determine its size at another, in spite of
existence of rigid bodies. But, unless we are to come into
violent conflict with fundamental facts, this principle cannot
be maintained without retaining the conception of infinitesmal
congruent transformation; this is, we shall have to assign
to the world besides its measure-determination at every point
also a metri cal relationship. Now this is not to be regarded
as revealing a "geometrical" property which belongs to the
world as a form of phenomena, but as being a phase-field having
physical reality. Hence, as the fact of the propagation of
action and of the existence of rigid bodies leads us to found
the affine relationship on the metrical character of the world
which lies a grade lower, it immediately suggests itself to us,
not only to identify the coefficients of the quadratic
groundform gikdxjdxk with the potentials of the gravitational
field, but also to identify the co-efficients of the linear
groundform
dxj with the electromagnetic potentials. The
electromagnetic field and the electromagnetic forces are then
derived from the metrical structure of the world or the
metrics, as we may call it. No other truly essential actions
of forces are, however, known to us besides those of gravitation
and electromagnetic actions; for all the others statistical
physics presents some reasonable argument which traces them
back to the above two by a method of mean values. We thus
arrive at the inference: The world is a (3 ■» l)-dimensional
metrical manifold; all physical field-phenomena are expressions
of the metrics of the world.

In the writer's opinion this is a brilliant conclusion to
Weyl's theory and little more need be mentioned.

The investigation

carried out here represents Weyl's theory, more or less, in its

original form, and, although Weylian geometry forms a beautiful

system, there are certain physical discrepancies.

In order to make

his theory consistent with previous observation he still had to

make further assumptions.

Quoting d'Abro, we may assume that J

Weyl, op. cit., pp. 282, 283
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the Einsteinian tensor laws, in the form in which they were given
by Einstein, are in harmony with some particular gauge system;
and this Weyl calls the natural gauge. We shall have to con
ceive of this natural gauge system as one imposed upon us by
nature and defined by certain intrinsic properties of the
universe. But the only determinant magnitude which is offered
us by nature at every point appears to be the radius of cur
vature of the universe at every point. Hence Weyl defined the
natural gauge at every point as given by a unit of length equal
to the radius of curvature of the universe at that point or to
some definite fraction thereof. If these ideas are correct,
the universe cannot help but possess a curvature at every point,
and hence must be finite, since were it infinite there would be
no natural gauge whereby to measure distances.

Even though we can see some rather interesting consequences

of Weyl’s theory, we seem

geometrical system,

to sense a breakdown of Weyl’s absolute

Weyl5was later led to modify his views

because of certain contradictions with precise observation.

Under

the hypothesis of the original theory, moreover, it would seem

that not only is transference of length an indeterminant process but
even the size and charge of electrons and the frequency of vibration
of atoms are indeterminant.
Weyl could reconcile these physical discrepencies somewhat

by assuming that bodies adjusted themselves automatically to the

natural gauge, that is to say, the radius of the universe.
But already we can see that weyl’s theory has lost part of its

former elegance and is perhaps doomed to die. Eddington remarks
that it has died.
The first form of the theory has died rather from inanition
than by direct disproof; it ceases to offer temptation when
the problem is approached from a broader point of view. It
now seems an unnecessary speculation to introduce small
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d’Abro, op. cit,, p.334.

ambiguities of length-comparisons too small to be practically
detected, merely to afford the satisfaction of geometrising
the vectorwhich has more important manifestations.

This certainly alters the status of Weyl's theory; yet Weyl
accomplished what he attempted from the outset--a unified under

standing of nature by including both gravitational and electro

magnetic manifestations

continuum of space-time.

in the structure of the fundamental metrical

For anyone who passionately believes

in the intrinsic unity of the universe, Weyl’s speculative theory

must still hold an irresistible attraction.
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Eddington, op. cit., p.208
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